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E   Brief report

GLOSSARY
AP = arterial blood pressure; MAP = mean arterial blood pressure; SAP = systolic  arterial blood 
pressure

The measurement of arterial blood pressure (AP) 
is an integral part of hemodynamic monitoring 
in perioperative and intensive care medicine. 

AP can be measured noninvasively using intermittent 
or continuous methods and invasively using an arte-
rial catheter (clinical reference method).1,2 Innovative 
AP monitoring methods are evaluated in method com-
parison studies3–5 in which the statistical agreement 
between a test and a reference method is described in 
terms of trueness (often called accuracy), precision, and 
trending ability.5–9 These statistical tests—that include 
correlation analysis, Bland-Altman analysis,10 and 
4-quadrant or polar plot analysis7—quantify statistical 
agreement, but precise definitions classifying the mea-
surement performance are missing.11 Most importantly, 
these statistical tests do not reflect the clinical relevance 
of AP measurement differences.11 For example, if a test 
method indicates a mean AP (MAP) of 70 mm Hg in a 
patient with a “true” MAP of 55 mm Hg, this absolute 
difference of 15 mm Hg is much more clinically relevant 
than in a patient with a true MAP of 110 mm Hg that is 
indicated as a MAP of 125 mm Hg by the test method.

To describe the clinical relevance of AP measure-
ment differences between a test and a reference 
method, we recently proposed continuous error 
grid analysis.11 An error grid is a scatter plot with 
reference method AP values on the x-axis and test 
method AP values on the y-axis; it contains different 
risk zones depending on the clinical consequence of 
an AP measurement difference between the test and 
the reference method.11 The clinical relevance of the 
measurement differences can be assessed by visual 
inspection of the error grid and quantitative analysis 
of the absolute and relative number of AP measure-
ments within the different risk zones.11 In this article, 
we describe and provide a freely accessible computer 
program for error grid analysis in AP method com-
parison studies as described in our previous article.11

METHODS
This article did not report research involving human 
subjects and did not require institutional review 
board approval.

Continuous Error Grid and Resulting Risk Zones: 
Basic Principles
The principles of error grid analysis are outlined in 
our original article published in 2018.11,12 In short, AP 
measurements by a test and a reference method are 
plotted in a scatter plot with the reference method 
on the x-axis and the test method on the y-axis.11 The 
error grid is based on the assumption that erroneous 
AP measurements using a test method (in comparison 
with a reference method) can lead to clinical treatment 
decisions that are—to different degrees—dangerous 
for the patient.11 The definition of different risk levels 
associated with AP measurement differences between 
a test and a reference method is based on aggregated 
expert opinion (survey among 25 experts).11

We recently proposed continuous error grid analysis to describe the clinical relevance of mea-
surement differences between a test and a reference method for arterial blood pressure (AP) 
measurement. Here, we present instructions on how to perform continuous error grid analysis 
in AP method comparison studies and provide a freely accessible computer program for auto-
mated computing of continuous error grids and calculation of the proportion of measurement 
pairs in the different risk zones.  (Anesth Analg 2020;130:e71–e74)
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First, the experts were asked to define 5 ranges of 
AP values for both MAP and systolic AP (SAP) that are 
associated with the following therapeutic actions11:

  Code 1: Emergency treatment for low AP
  Code 2: Treatment of low AP appropriate
  Code 3: No action needed
  Code 4: Treatment of high AP appropriate
  Code 5: Emergency treatment for high AP

The experts were then asked to attribute 1 of 5 risk 
levels to each combination of “measurement with 
the test method lies in range i” and “true value mea-
sured with the reference method lies in range j”; the 
risk levels describe the risk for patients resulting from 
adequate/inadequate therapeutic interventions in 
dependency of the measurement difference between 
the test and the reference method.11 These 5 risk levels 
are represented by risk zones in the error grid:11

 A. No risk (ie, no difference in clinical action 
between AP value assessed using the test 
method and AP value assessed using the refer-
ence method)

 B. Low risk (ie, AP values assessed using the test 
and reference method differ but the difference 
would probably lead to benign or no treatment)

 C. Moderate risk (ie, AP values assessed using the 
test and reference method differ and the differ-
ence would lead to unnecessary treatment with 
moderate non–life-threatening consequences 
for the patient)

 D. Significant risk (ie, AP values assessed using 
the test and reference method differ and the 
difference would lead to unnecessary treatment 
with severe non–life-threatening consequences 
for the patient)

 E. Dangerous risk (ie, AP values assessed using 
the test and reference method differ and the 
difference would lead to unnecessary treat-
ment with life-threatening consequences for 
the patient).

For every combination of true AP value x (mea-
sured with the reference method) and of AP value y 
(assessed using the test method)—where x and y are 
both varied from 1 to 250—the 25 risk assessments 
are aggregated. Dangerous risk is weighted 10 times 
higher than low risk and 5 times higher than moder-
ate risk. The aggregated 250 × 250 grid contains scores 
from 0% (all 25 experts agree in “no risk”) to 100% (all 
25 experts agree in “dangerous risk”) for every com-
bination of AP values x and y. An example of an error 
grid plot is shown in the Figure.

To be able to numerically report the proportion 
of measurement pairs in different risk zones, the 
aggregated continuous risk scores are categorized 

into risk zones ranging from “A: no risk” to “E: dan-
gerous risk.” Because the resulting boundaries are 
naturally jagged, smoothing polygons were fitted to 
the boundaries between the zones. The coordinates 
of the resulting polygons and the aggregated 250 × 
250 grid of risk scores together with the details of 
the aggregation process are provided in our original 
article.11

Freely Accessible Computer Program for 
Automated Computing of Continuous Error 
Grids and Calculation of the Proportion of 
Measurement Pairs in the Different Risk Zones
We created a software package for automated com-
puting of continuous error grids and calculation of 
the proportion of measurement pairs in the different 
risk zones as proposed in our original article.11 The 
program can be run using a file with the researcher’s 
own data as input (Excel format; Excel; Microsoft, 
Richmond, WA). The user of the program can feed 
AP data into the program that then computes error 
grids using the risk zones we proposed in our pre-
vious article based on aggregated expert opinion 
(survey).11 The program does not allow changing 
the error grid risk zones (eg, using the user’s own 

Figure. Error grid to illustrate the clinical relevance of measurement 
differences between a test and a reference method for AP measure-
ment. Error grid for mean AP based on artificial data as produced 
by the program. For pairs of measurements in the green areas, the 
deviations between the reference method and test method do not 
lead to risk for the patient. Here, 97%, 3%, 0%, 0%, and 0% lie in risk 
zones A, B, C, D, and E. AP indicates arterial blood pressure.
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survey data). A detailed description of how to cre-
ate error grids using risk zones other than the risk 
zones resulting from our survey is provided in the 
original article.11 The program is described in detail 
in the next section.

RESULTS
A copy of the software package can be found here:

https://publikationen.bibliothek.kit.edu/1000096054.

Click on the link or copy it into your browser to 
open the website from which the software package 
can be downloaded.

The program to automatically perform error grid 
analysis is called “Error_Grid_Gui” and is provided 
without any warranty and free of charge (see license 
information in the file). The program runs in Microsoft 
Windows 7 (Microsoft) and above (Supplemental 
Digital Content 1, Text Document, http://links.lww.
com/AA/C982) or in macOS (Apple, Cupertino, CA) 
(Supplemental Digital Content 2, Text Document, 
http://links.lww.com/AA/C983). In the next para-
graphs, we describe how to install and use the 
program.

Software Package and Installation
The software package is written and compiled 
in Matlab 2019a/b (The MathWorks Inc, Natick, 
MA). Step-by-step instructions on how to down-
load the software package, execute the installation 
file, and choose an installation folder are provided 
for Windows (Supplemental Digital Content 1, Text 
Document, http://links.lww.com/AA/C982) and 
for macOS (Supplemental Digital Content 2, Text 
Document, http://links.lww.com/AA/C983). If not 
already installed on the system, the Matlab runtime 
library is downloaded and installed by the installa-
tion routine.

Creating Continuous Error Grids and Resulting 
Risk Zones With the Computer Program
Executing the installed computer program opens a 
window where the researcher can insert titles and axis 
labels for the error grids to be produced. By activating 
the respective boxes, the researcher chooses between 
plots for MAP, SAP, or both.

After clicking “Creating Plot,” the researcher 
needs to choose the folder on the computer that con-
tains an Excel spreadsheet with the AP data. This 
Excel spreadsheet needs to be specifically formatted: 
the first line consists of column headers. Below the 
headers, starting from line 2, data need to be entered 
as follows:

  Column A: SAP measurements obtained with 
the reference method

  Column B: SAP measurements obtained with 
the test method

  Column C: MAP measurements obtained with 
the reference method

  Column D: MAP measurements obtained with 
the test method

The computer program will remove all lines from 
the data set not consisting of numbers but will not 
run any more sanity checks on the data (ie, it will not 
remove implausible measurements).

After choosing the Excel spreadsheet, the program 
creates the continuous error grid(s) in 3 different for-
mats (.pdf, .tif, and .eps) and stores them in the folder 
containing the data file. Two more files in csv format 
are created: the first file (name: Results) shows the 
proportions of the measurement pairs falling into 
the different risk zones A–E. The second file (name: 
UsedData) stores the data the program used to create 
the plots (ie, a copy of the input data). A unique iden-
tifier is automatically added to all file names. Thus the 
researcher can always correctly match the produced 
error grid plots and statistical results to the raw data 
used to create the plot.

DISCUSSION
We provide a freely accessible computer program for 
automated computing of continuous error grids and 
calculation of the proportion of measurement pairs 
in the different risk zones. Error grid analysis enables 
the clinical relevance of measurement differences 
between a test and a reference method to be described 
in AP method comparison studies.11 The freely acces-
sible computer program may facilitate a widespread 
use of the error grid method in AP method compari-
son studies. E
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